.. ' In the Lagrangian ms is the mass of the sigma meson, adjusted to
give correct nuclear surface thickness, and mn is the nucleon mass.
The quantum field theory is approximated by the use of the mean field approximation, which amounts to replacement of the ,field operators
ko l!O 0 is known to be good at high nuclear densities. We shall show that it is also a good phenomenological assumption for finite nuclei~ The dimensionless coupling constants Cs = gs(mn/ms)r Cv = gv(mn/m~) and Cr = gr(mn/mv) are adjusted to saturate infinite symmetric.nuclear . . where the local Fermi momentum for neutrons k~n)(r) and protons k~p){r)
is determined by the corresporiding Fermi energies E~n) and E~p)
through the following-relationship
In the Thomas-Fermi approximatjon the nuclear source terms become spacially dependent through an easily calculable relationship
The field equatins given by Eqs. (4a-4d) together with those of Eqs. (7a-7b) constitute a set of non-linear differential equations.
We solve them numerically as outlined in th~ work of Boguta and Table 1 we show the root mean square radii for neutrons and protons in various closed shell nuclei.
As expected, the radii are slightly small (on account of the ThomasFermi approximation), but the differences are quite godd.
In the Walecka model, the relativistic effects, roughly speaking, are measured by the difference in the scalar and vector densities. Since the relativistic aspect of the Walecka model is quite important, the use of the non-relativistic limit of the model in comparing it to conventional many body theories is unjustified. 12 ) In fact, the non-relativistic limit will not saturate infinite nuclear matter. The phenomenological success of the relativistic mean field model should stimulate effort for a better theoretical understanding of its rela 7 tion to conventional nuclear physics. Perhaps nature has so conspired that relativistic and mesonic effects, when pr?perly analyzed in conventional nuclear physics language, will lead to the complex structure of the non-rela~ivistic theory~ Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of the product by the University of California or the U.S. Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that may be suitable. 
